The McClains of Legend, Tennessee - Bundle #2

The McClains of Legend, Tennessee are loud, opinionated, and dedicated to family and
community. Whats not to love? USA Today Bestselling Author Magdalena Scott invites you
to slow down and enjoy the simple pleasures of small town life in Legend, Tennessee. Each
title in The McClains of Legend, Tennessee series features a member of that big, bull-headed
McClain family as either the hero or heroine. Each story is sweet romance (also known as
wholesome romance). Readers enjoy being able to share the stories with daughters, mothers,
and granddaughters. So pop some corn, pour some sweet tea, and settle into your comfy chair
for a relaxing read. BUNDLE #2 includes BUILDING A DREAM Chloe McClain is an
artist, so sheâ€™s used to creating something from nothing. This time, though, the project is
bigger than her usual canvasâ€”this time sheâ€™s bought a big dilapidated building to rehab
into a classy art gallery. Should be easy enough; sheâ€™ll hire Greg Andrews and his
construction crew. Gregâ€™s work has gotten good reviews from everyone in Legend. Of
course there is kind of a rush on the projectâ€¦ Greg is a professional, and his professional
opinion is that Chloes pile of bricks should be put out of its misery. Theres no way he can
bring the place up to code by her deadline, let alone turn it into the showplace she has in mind.
But Chloes a McClain, and besides a wide stubborn streak, that means social status. Greg cant
afford to turn down the job. But more than that, he cant afford to fall for the spitfire who hired
him. When you live in Legend, Tennessee, there are certain things to remember. People in
Legend pull together. Community before self. And you never want to take a wrong step
around a McClainâ€”even the cute females. SECOND CHANCES Anne McClain Bradley
has returned to Legend, Tennessee after a personal tragedy sent her successful, well-ordered
life reeling. Midnight Shelby McClain has offered Anne the apartment over The Emporium,
and Anne is cautiously hopeful that her heart, and her family connections in Legend, can heal.
Pete Garrity is new in Legend, having been hired as the general manager of The Legend
Post-Dispatch by the newspapers elderly owner. Pete has a past he wont discuss, and hasnt
gotten close to anybody in town. As a hideaway, Legend seemed perfect. But now Pete finds
himself stuck in Legend with no way out, and worries that his career is finished. What a
surprise when Anne Bradley turns up in Legend--she might be just the answer to his dilemma.
But every time Anne looks at Pete, shes reminded of the pain she came here to escape.
Legend has a way of healing broken hearts, no matter how longstanding the brokenness. But
first one must believe in possibilities...for second chances, and for moving forward with hope.
CHRISTMAS CHARM: A SHORT STORY In spite of her intentions to spend Christmas on
the beach, Meg is on her way to Legend, Tennessee for a small town Christmas with her
boyfriend and his family. When Christopherâ€™s flight is delayed, Meg finds herself staying
with his mother, Anne McClain Bradley, and in the midst of an old-fashioned holiday with a
family thatâ€™s not her own. But the McClains, and the other good people of Legend,
Tennessee know how to make anyone feel loved and welcomed. Especially at Christmas.
Spend your Christmas in Legend, Tennessee. Hot cocoa tastes better in the shadow of the
Great Smoky Mountains. **Building A Dream was previously published by Resplendence
Publishing, LLC and Turquoise Morning Press as Home Sweet Legend, and later as Building
A Dream.** **Second Chances was previously published by Turquoise Morning Press.**
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